PROVISIONAL AGENDA

for: 1885th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
(Justice and Home Affairs)

Brussels, Thursday 23 November 1995 (10.00)

1. Adoption of the agenda

2. Approval of the list of "A" items
   11817/95 PTS A 65

3. Harmonized application of the definition of refugee status in Article 1 of the Geneva Convention
   11786/95 ASIM 317

4. Dublin Convention: progress of ratification procedures

5. Draft Council act adopting a joint action on airport transit arrangements
   11794/95 ASIM 319

6. Draft Convention on the crossing of external frontiers
   - Progress report
   11787/95 ASIM 318

7. Protocol to the Convention on the establishment of a European Police Office(EUROPOL) concerning the attribution of competence to the Court of Justice of the European Communities in respect of preliminary rulings on the interpretation of the Convention
   11652/95 JUR 286 COUR 15

8. Report on internal and external terrorism
10. Report by the Subgroup of Experts on Drugs for the Madrid European Council

11. Draft Joint Action against racism and xenophobia
   11629/95 JUSTPEN 156

12. Draft Protocol to the Convention on the protection of the Communities' financial interests
   11723/95 JUSTPEN 158

   11795/95 JUSTPEN 159

14. Convention on insolvency proceedings

15. Draft convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments in matrimonial matters
   11792/95 JUSTCIV 86

16. Other business
   - Briefing on the negotiations on control of precursors with the Andean Pact countries
   - Commission communication on the application of Article K.9
   - Commission communication on funding for Title VI
   - Quality of legislation (Koopmans report)

p.m. - Signing of the Convention on insolvency proceedings
   - Signing of the memorandum on the lawful interception of telecommunications